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V. USA
Technology and Litigation: The 21st Century
American Experience
Prof. Richard Marcus, UC Hastings College of the Law, San Francisco/USA*
1. Technology Effects on Litigation in the Past
(A) The Prospect of the Robolawyer
2. A Contrast -- The Impact of Technology on
(B) Toward the Robojudge?
Medical Practice
6. Technology’s Impact on Substantive
3. America’s E-Discovery Experience
Law
4. The COVID Pandemic Accelerator
7. New Proof Methods
5. AI and Civil Litigation
		
Conclusion

It sometimes seems that digital technology has intruded into every aspect of our
lives. For the legal profession in particular, the dawn of the 21st century produced, introduced or amplified profound changes wrought by technology. In 2005,
one writer observed that „it is difficult to imagine practicing law for even one day
without using the Internet in some form.“1 Another, writing the year before, observed: „When the first personal computer appeared in a law office, the practice of
law underwent a profound change.“2 Though skeptics remain,3 the tocsin of digital
takeover of lawyering continues to sound.
Since the beginning of this century, the pervasive importance of digital technology has grown. One illustration is provided by the wedding announcements in the
New York Times, As the new century dawned, David Brooks illustrated pertinent
social changes in America by contrasting the Times wedding announcements of the
1950s and the 1990s.4 Nowadays, those wedding announcements usually report that
the couple met initially online, usually using some sort of dating app. Indeed, da*
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Altom Maglio, The Changing Relationship of Law and Technology – The Judicial System’s Survival is Dependent on Technology, 10 J. Tech L.& Policy xiii (2005).
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Douglas Schnell, Don’t Just Hit Send: Unsolicited E-Mail and the Attorney-Client Relationship, 17 Harv. J.L. &Tech. 533, 534 (2004).
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I am among those skeptical about overblown claims that digital technology will pervasively transform lawyering. See Richard Marcus, The Impact of Computers on the Legal
Profession: Evolution or Revolution?, 102 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1827 (2008).
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See David Brooks, Bobos in Paradise: The New Upper Class and How They Got There
Chp. 1 (2000) (contrasting Times announcements in the 1950s, which tended to emphasize
the parents and grandparents of the couple, and perhaps club memberships, with those of
the 1990s, which tended to emphasize the educational and professional achievements of
the groom and bride).
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ting apps are so popular that the White House „is enlisting popular dating apps to
encourage Americans to brandish their vaccination status in exchange for a better
shot at love.“5
„Legal tech,“ meanwhile, is said to be „transforming litigation and law practice.“6
Certainly society-wide use of technology has had a profound effect on American
lawyers. Consider the 2021 observations of an American legal technology expert:
Technology and social media have infiltrated the practice of law and the attorneyclient relationship from the first meeting with a potential client to the closing of
a case. Investigating a potential client’s social media footprint before accepting a
case has become essential to competent lawyering in some areas of the law. When
pursuing a case, social media may be a factor in considering jurisdictional and service of process issues. Social media also provides a treasure trove of information
and evidence to be explored in the investigatory and discovery stages of litigation.7
Perhaps the tech innovation that currently has the highest profile is artificial intelligence (AI). We are told that AI „is a truly global issue impacting all areas of
society.“8 The first major regulatory effort was by the EU.9 Others will likely follow.
As early as 2014, Elon Musk was saying that „[w]ith artificial intelligence, we are
summoning the demon.“10 Many foresee that AI will wipe out wide swaths of „white
collar“ jobs as other forms of automation have reduced manual labor opportunities.
This article attempts to provide a report and evaluation of the impact of technology on procedure and kindred topics, at least from an American perspective. No
doubt the experiences in other countries differ, but almost certainly similar issues
have arisen in many lands. It proceeds through seven steps: (1) Recognizing that
technology has long had important effects on American litigation practice; (2) Considering the comparative importance of technology to the contemporary practice of
medicine; (3) Exploring the American experience with E-Discovery as an illustration of the transformation of some litigation issues by technology; (4) Evaluating
the impact of the COVID pandemic as an accelerant to changing litigation practices
using technology; (5) Examining the impact of AI in terms of whether we are at the
dawning of the age of (a) the Robolawyer, or (b) the Robojudge; (6) Ways in which

5 Jackie Davalos, Dating Apps Team Up With White House to Boost Vaccinations, Bloomberg Law News, May 21, 2021.
6 David Freeman Engstrom & Jonah Gelbach, Legal Tech, Civil Procedure, and the Future
of Adversarialism, 169 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1001, 1002 (2020).
7 Jan Jacobowitz, Chaos or Continuity? The Legal Profession: From Antiquity to the Digital Age, the Pandemic, and Beyond, 23 Vand. J. Ent. & Tech. Law 279, 292 (2021).
8 Saiful Khan, AI Regulation: Threat to Innovation or Timely Intervention?, Bloomberg
Law News, May 19, 2021.
9 See id. („The European Union is the first major power to sound the regulatory klaxon in
an attempt to govern the explosion of artificial intelligence-based technology.“).
10 Matt McFarland, Elon Musk: „With Artificial Intelligence We are Summoning the Demon,“
Wash. Post., Oct. 24, 2014 (describing speech at Massachusetts Institute of Technology).
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technology may affect the substantive law that is the subject of civil litigation; and
(7) Ways in which technology affects the manner of proof.
1. Technology Effects on Litigation in the Past
With their devotion to precedent, common law systems are resistant to radical change.
The legal profession is similarly hidebound. But change has come. For American lawyers, one need look no further for evidence than Herman Melville’s 1853 novela,
Bartleby the Scrivener,11 told in the first person by a New York lawyer who is a solo
practitioner, as were almost all lawyers of the time, and focusing on the days when
lawyers needed scriveners like the title character to produce copies of legal documents.
Writing in 1907, John dos Pasos, Sr., a prominent New York lawyer and father of the
great American novelist John dos Pasos, Jr., asserted that the American legal profession
reached its zenith just before the Civil War,12 the very time portrayed in Melville’s
novela. At the end of the 20th century, Dean Kronman wrote The Lost Lawyer,13 lamenting the era of the „lawyer statesman“ that he seemed to think had typified legal
practice from the late 1940s into the 1960s. Both dos Pasos and Kronman despaired at
the influence of the Big Law of their age and looked back to a period when that „bottom line“ thinking was not so dominant.
This sort of sentimentality recurs, particularly in the 20th century, and even
more particularly due to developments in technology. Thus, in his 1931 book
Only Yesterday the pop sociologist Frederick Lewis Allen contrasted the world of
1930 with the simplicity of America in 1900.14 Then in 1952 he published The Big
Change, which contrasted post-War America with America in 1900. Technology
was central to these metamorphoses. For example, whereas the ordinary citizen
on 1900 probably rarely or never travelled more than 50 miles from his home,
the denizen of 1930 could travel by car or bus. During that interregnum radio
had been introduced, and it linked the nation together strikingly by introducing
Americans of one part of the country to the accents of other parts. By 1952, the
automobile had become omnipresent, and the suburb dependent on mass ownership and use of autos had supplanted the mass transportation systems that had
dominated American cities, even Los Angeles.15 TV came to dominate people’s
lives (until the Internet largely supplanted it in the 21st century). The American
11 Herman Melville, Bartleby the Scrivener (1853).
12 See John M. dos Pasos, the American Lawyer: As He Was – As He Can Be 31 (1907). He
contrasted American lawyers of his time – the early 20th century: „The modern idea of
great lawyer is one who can most successfully manipulate the law and the facts.“ Id. at
130–31.
13 Anthony Kronman, The Lost Lawyer (1993).
14 Frederick Lewis Allen, Only Yesterday (1931).
15 Indeed, some claim that General Motors fortified the auto’s hold on Los Angeles and
other American cities by buying the municipal tram systems in those cities and dismantling them.
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Dream had to some extent become California Dream. Technology played a central
role in this national transformation.
Technological developments were also central to the evolution of legal practice
in the US during the 20th century. Writing in 1991, Professors Galanter and Palay
found that „the emergence of the big [law] firm is associated with the introduction
of new office technologies.“16 Perhaps the best example is the introduction of the
telephone. An American lawyer writing in 1914 asserted that the introduction of
the telephone „completely revolutionized“ methods of transacting legal business.17
As illuminated by Professor Fisher’s 1992 study of the emergence of the telephone,
that may have been one of the objectives AT&T had in promoting the telephone in
the early 20th century, since it expected that the new device would principally be
used in business.18 To AT&T’s surprise, the telephone initially had am even greater
impact on social interaction than on business dealings, in part because businessmen
(they were men in those days) preferred the written record created by telegrams.19
A 2004 study by sociologist Rich Ling carried Fisher’s work forward into the age of
the cell phone, which he saw as „the completion of the automobile revolution“ in
freeing people from earthbound ties.20
How could even the legal profession remain unaffected by the profound social
and economic changes that technology had spurred in the 20th century? The answer, obviously, is that it could not; as the advent in the 21st century of social media
had become a central preoccupation of legal practice.21 So also did lots of other
technological innovations.
These technological effects are also central to the contemporary practice of civil
litigation in the US. One way of illustrating that is to consider what contemporary
technology was not available to lawyers in 1938, when the American Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure were adopted, ushering in the era of relaxed pleading standards and
broad discovery that distinguish American litigation from the civil litigation of almost
every other country. Consider what the litigator of 1938 did not have available:
Electric typewriters: In 1938, typewritten documents had to be prepared on manual typewriters; if one wanted multiple copies (of a pleading, for example), one
would ordinarily have to put multiple pieces of paper in the manual typewriter
and insert carbon paper between the pages.
Direct dialing of telephone calls: Not only were there no cell phones, a telephone
user ordinarily could not telephone somebody in another city. Instead, the person
16 Marc Galanter & Thomas Palay, Tournament of Lawyers 7 (1991).
17 Theron Strong, Landmarks of a Lawyer’s Lifetime 396 (1914).
18 See Claude Fischer, America Calling: The Social History of the Telephone to 1940, pp.
78–80 (1992).
19 Id. at 41–42.
20 Rich Ling, The Mobile Connection: The Cell Phone’s Impact on Society 176 (2004).
21 See supra text accompanying note 7.
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would have to contact the telephone operator and have the operator make the
connection.
Commercial air travel across the country: In 1938, the DC-3 propeller aircraft was
introduced, making it possible to fly from New York to San Francisco in „only“
18 hours, with several stops for refuelling. Before that, the trip took 25 hours.22
Photocopying: As noted above, before the photocopier the main way to create
copies of legal documents prepared on typewriters was by using carbon paper. At
least scriviners were no longer needed, as they were in the 1850s. But the photocopier changed all that after it was introduced in 1959.23
Word processing: Using typewriters, one not only encountered difficulties creating copies, but also when one wanted to change part of the text that was already
typed. The only way to do it was by changing what was physically on the page.
Beginning in the late 1970s, however, word processing systems (often cumbersome affairs) began to be available, permitting both easy revisions and printing of
multiple copies.
Computerized research tools: Lexis began to introduce what we would now consider very primitive computerized research tools for certain legal materials in the
late 1970s. Before that time, the only way to access these materials was in hard
copy form in a library.
Personal computers: As noted above, the arrival of personal computers in law
offices starting in the 1980s produced major changes in how lawyers worked.24
Soon, using word processing and computerized research tools, lawyers could prepare their own documents without the need of a secretary.
Email: Email began to be used widely in the legal profession in the 1990s, permitting instantaneous communication with clients and lawyers around the world.
This development produced efficiencies that accelerated legal practice, but may
have also intruded on time previously used for reflection about tactics, etc. Haste
could make waste, or cause other problems.
Electronic filing: In the early 21st century, the American federal courts began to
insist that lawyers use electronic filing rather than delivering hard copy pleadings
to the clerk’s office. So filing deadlines were extended until midnight, perhaps a
boon for some and a bane for others.25
22 See Kathleen Burke, How the DC-3 Revolutionized Air Travel, Smithsonian Magazine,
April 2013.
23 See Clive Thompson, How the Photocopier Changed the Way We Worked – and Played,
Smithsonian Magazine, March 2015.
24 See supra text accompanying note 2.
25 In some American federal district courts, there has been pressure to move the filing deadline back to 4:00 p.m., in order to preserve „family values.“ That pressure has been met
by counter-pressure asserting that being able to go home and eat dinner with the family
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Social media: As noted above,26 social media have become a major concern of law
practice, and particularly litigation practice, as they have been woven into the
warp and woof of American society.
Put all these developments together, and it is clear that technology has been changing litigation practice for decades. A 21st century litigator could not conceive of
practicing law as lawyers had to do in 1938, much less the 1850s. And the consequences are evident in high-profile aspects of American litigation. To take a prominent example, consider American multidistrict (MDL) litigation. Surely VW and
Bayer are acutely aware of that phenomenon due to their experiences regarding the
VW diesel27 and the herbicide Roundup in MDL proceedings in the federal court
in San Francisco.
The MDL statute, adopted in 1968,28 was something of a backwater until the
21st century. Particularly in mass tort litigation, however, it is backwater no longer;
something like 40 % of the civil cases in the US federal court system are subject to
MDL transfer orders assigning all the cases to a single judge for pretrial management. So sometimes thousands of cases from around the country, involving thousands of lawyers, are consolidated in one place. Then the judge in that district often
appoints „leadership counsel“ to handle the litigation on the side of the plaintiffs,
and sometimes also „lead counsel“ for the defense side if there are multiple defendants. All of the technological innovations mentioned above are central to such continent-wide lawyerly activity. The technology of 1938 (when the Federal Rules were
adopted) could not have supported moderan MDL proceedings. Indeed, it’s likely
that the technology of 1968 (when the Multidistrict Litigation Act was adopted)
could not have supported MDL litigation of the sort now prominent.
In short, technology has produced multiple metamorphoses of American litigation since the beginning of the 20th century, and there is every reason to believe that
it will continue to do that during the remainder of the 21st century. And though
the US has many exceptional litigation features, it is hard to believe that litigation
practice in other countries has been unaffected by the technological changes mentioned above.
2. A Contrast -- The Impact of Technology on Medical Practice
Section 1 points out how pervasively technology has affected American civil litigation over the last century or so. In this section, I offer a contrast to the effects

and then complete and file documents after dinner and after the kids are put to bed makes
electronic filing „family friendly.“ The ultimate outcome of this debate is not yet certain.
26 See supra text accompanying note 7.
27 For an examination of this litigation, see Deobrah Hensler, Jasminka Kalajdzic, Peter
Cashman, Manual Gomez, Axel Hafmeier & Ianika Tzankova, The Globilization of Mass
Litigation: Lessons from the Volkswagen „Clean Diesel“ Case (RAND Corp. 2021).
28 28 U.S.C. 1407.
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of technology on a different profession -- medicine. As American sociologist C.
Wright Mills observed, medicine stands beside law as one of the „old professions.“29 It seems that technology has had a much more dramatic effect there, perhaps replacing core functions of the human professional with the fruits of technical
analysis.
In 2007, a historian of technology reported the „[m]edicine . . . would have been
seen only a century ago to have been largely outside the realm of technology, whereas today it is one of the most thoroughly technological fields any of us will encounter.“30 In 2021, Professor Pinker offered this judgment: „Until the widespread
use of antibiotics in World War II, doctors were barely more effective than their
barber-surgeon forbears.“31
Antibiotics are hardly the only thing that has changed the way in which doctors provide care to patients. To the contrary, if one compares the old-fashioned
medical examination of a patient with today’s version one would see a radical
difference wrought by technology. Given a choice between in-person examination
of the patient and relying on reports from machines, doctors may often (and wisely) prefer to rely on the machines. Consider the X-ray machine. If the doctor is
concerned about conditions prevailing in the patient’s abdominal cavity, an X-ray
is likely much more useful than intelligent prodding. And many other scanning
devices, such as the CT scan, are now available due to technological innovation.
Indeed, there is a potential downside to this triumph of technology in the practice
of medicine. More than a decade ago, there were warnings that „faith in innovation, often driven by financial incentives, encourages American doctors and hospitals to adopt new technologies even without proof that they work better than
older techniques.“32
The variety of uses of technology in medicine is large. Apps can sometimes be
used to diagnose some hard-to-spot medical conditions.33 A study is trying to use
the eye „as a window through which to detect signals about the health of other
organs.“34 In 2019, the Brookings Institution reported that „AI precision algorithms
predict patient risks, assist with diagnosis and treatment selection, and prioritize

29 C. Wright Mills, White Collar: The American Middle Classes 113 (1951) (referring to „the
old professions, such as medicine and law“).
30 Robert Friedel, A Culture of Improvement: Technology and the Western Millennium 1
(2007).
31 Stephen Pinker, Modern Miracle, N.Y. Times, June 13, 2021, Book Review section at 11
(reviewing Steven Johnson, Extra Life).
32 Alex Berenson & Reed Abelson, Weighing the Costs of a Look Inside the Heart, N.Y.
Times, June 29, 2008, at 1 (focusing on the possible overuse of CT scanners for detailed
scans of the heart).
33 See Natasha Singer, Apps Parse Data to Predict Health Risks, N.Y. Times, Oct. 28,
2019, at D1.
34 iScanning, The Economist, Dec. 21, 2019, at 119.
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patient care where resources are limited.“35 In 2019, it was reported that „Artificial
intelligence . . . already has revolutionized medicine.“36
Today, doctors may be criticized for being too reliant on such devices. For example,
during the COVID pandemic pulse oximeters were routinely used to make decisions
on whether to admit a patient to the hospital or send the patient home. Over time
during the pandemic, a problem emerged -- these devices were less reliable on people
with darker skin. As The Economist reported about this problem, „medical technology
should be designed from the outset to be free from such bias -- and, unfortunately, it
isn’t. Generally speaking, it is designed by white men and tested on white men.“37
Over time, doctors have come to rely more heavily on technology not only to
diagnose a medical problem but also to treat it. In 2008, the New York Times reported that „[i]n prostate surgery, it is rapidly becoming unusual for a urologist to
operate without using“ a robot.38 Around the same time The Economist reported
that „[r]obots are more precise with a scalpel or laser than a person could ever be.“39
In 2021, the New York Times ran a story entitled „When the Robot Wields the Scalpel,“ focusing on research on robots at UC Berkeley is showing that „an automated
robot . . . can match or even exceed a human in dexterity, precision and speed.“40
Moreover, „in recent years, artificial intelligence researchers have significantly improved the power of computer vision, which could allow robots to perform surgical
tasks on their own.“41 A computer scientist quoted in the story lamented that „[w]
e can’t automate the whole [surgical] process, at least not without human oversight.“42 The US Food and Drug Administration has been paying close attention,
and issued a white paper in April 2019 proposing general principles for a new regulatory approach to medical devices that rely on AI.43
Technology may provide treatment methods previously impossible. For example,
the University of California San Francisco (UCSF) has initiated an institute to develop „cell-based therapies“ to modify or engineer human or microbial cells to treat or

35 Whitney, How to Improve Technical Expertise for Judges in AI-Related Litigation (Brookings Institution, Nov. 7, 2019).
36 Erin Allday, Effort Seeks to Boost AI’s Role in Future of Medicine, S.F. Chronicle, Aug.
27, 2019, at C-1.
37 Fatal Truths, The Economist, April 10, 2021, at 71.
38 Barnaby Feder, Prepping Robots for the O.R., N.Y. Times, May 4, 2008, Sunday Business
section at 1.
39 Tiny, Careful Cuts, The Economist, June 21, 2008, at 91. The article added: „Robots
should soon be able to perform cardiac surgery without the trauma and potential risk of
breaking open the chest and plugging the patient into a heart-bypass machine.“
40 Cade Metz, When the Robot Wields the Scalpel, N.Y. Times, May 4, 2021, at D4.
41 Id.
42 Id. (quoting Greg Hager, a computer scientist at Johns Hopkins University).
43 Seth Berman & David Ferrera, Risks for AI Medical Device Markers Under FDA’s New
Action Plan, Bloomberg Law News, March 8, 2021.
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cure such diseases as cancer, auto-immune diseases, and diabetes.44 According to a
UCSF professor, the goal is to train living cells to „infiltrate disease ecosystems, decipher problems, and ‘re-steer that ecosystem in a positive way.'“45 Similarly, under
the heading „Computational Biology,“ The Economist has recently reported that AI
is making strides in using a computer to forecast the shape of amino acids – „one of
biology’s biggest challenges.“46 In terms of the potential impact on medical care, one
need only reflect on the remarkable feat of developing a variety of effective COVID
vaccines within a year of the appearance of the virus in humans to appreciate the
potential impact of these initiatives, which rely on technology, broadly understood.
Even before the pandemic lockdowns in early 2020, technology had provided
another breakthrough permitting doctors to diagnose from a distance -- telemedicine. More than a decade ago, doctors were coming to rely on provide treatment to
patients in remote locations by remote means.47 Indeed, in 2008 it was reported that
„[t]he mobile phone may join the stethoscope and the thermometer as an indispensable piece of medical kit.“48 By 2007, online visits to the doctor had reached the
point of receiving attention in the popular press.49 The pandemic likely caused an
enormous increase in such provision of remote medical services. For example, a telehealth company reported that in April 2020 it was conducting 40,000 visits a day,
compared to about 2,900 a day during the same month of 2019.50 With this „explosive growth of telemedicine in the past several years,“ however, the need for enhanced
security to comply with strict confidentiality requirements under US federal law.51
Whether one regards these changes in medical practice as wrenching or liberating,
they certainly seem more pervasive than the changes in litigation practice produced
by technology. And they also seem -- as with technology potentially affecting legal
practice -- to be in a state of continuing or even continuous and accelerating evolution. As Dr. David Blumenthal (later US National Director of Health Information

44 Julie Johnson, Project to Turn Cells Into Fighters, S.F. Chronicle, June 11, 2021, at B1.
45 Id. (quoting Professor Wendell Lim).
46 The Shapes of Things To Come, The Economist, Dec. 5, 2020, at 75 (reporting that „Artificial intelligence is solving one of biology’s biggest challenges“).
47 See Doctor on Call, The Economist, May 17, 2008, at 100 (suggesting that cellphones
might be turned in to digital microscopes to assist in diagnosis).
48 Id.
49 See, e.g., Erin Allday, Online Visits a Boon for Far-Off Patients, S.F. Chronicle, May 27,
2007, at B1. This article describes doctors treating „‘virtual patients’ – real people who will
never meet face-to-face with their physician“ at UCSF.
50 Sarah Krouse, Virtual Care Draws Deals, Wall. St. J., July 26, 2020, at B4 (reporting
that: „The pandemic has put the once-niche category of telemedicine in the spotlight and
is driving a flurry of deal activity involving virtual health-care providers“).
51 See Aaron Manguregui & Nathaniel Lacktman, Five To-Dos for Telemed Companies Before the Public Health Emergency Ends, Bloomberg Law News, May 26, 2021 (analyzing
steps needed to comply with HIPAA, the federal patient confidentiality law).
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and Technology) wrote in 2002, health information technology was by then recognized as „a potentially transformtive force that ultimately will bring about a radical
design of the processed by which care is delivered.“52
3. America’s E-Discovery Experience
An ongoing episode in American litigation can illustrate the challenges and possibilities for procedure in dealing with technological change. As all know, American
discovery is unique in the world. In the rest of the world, a party seeking to force a
litigation opponent to turn over a document must first persuade a judge that the opponent has that specific piece of evidence and that the judge should order it turned
over because the requesting party has a strong need for the document as evidence
and cannot otherwise obtain it. In the US, the party seeking production of documents need not get any advance judicial approval, and there is certainly no need for
the requesting party to show that it cannot obtain the desired evidence by another
means. Instead, our approach is to permit either party to demand that the other
party produce all documents that „relate or refer“ to some matter pertaining to the
case.53 An attorney for a party can even make a similar demand on nonparties.54
This form of discovery produced much resistance, and many efforts to curtail or
contain it.55 In 1996, the US Advisory Committee on Civil Rules created a Discovery Subcommittee to consider further revisions to the discovery rules to respond to
ongoing complaints.56 The Subcommittee drafted a set of possible amendment ideas
building on past efforts, and convened a conference to discuss them at UC Hastings
in San Francisco in January, 1997, inviting participation by about 30 experienced
lawyers with diverse practice backgrounds. These lawyers had varying reactions
to this set of possible amendment proposals, but they shared one common concern
-- these proposals did not deal with the real headache they had begun to address.
Lawyer after lawyer said something like „My biggest problem is email. How do we
deal with that?“57
52 David Blumenthal, Doctors in a Wired World: Can Professionalism Survive Connectivity?, 80 Milbank Q. 525, 536 (2002).
53 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(a) & (b) (authorizing a party to serve a document request on any
other party to the case so long as the request describes each „category of items“ with „reasonable particularity“).
54 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(a)(1)(D) (authorizing a subpoena to a nonparty requiring production of documents).
55 For discussion, see Richard Marcus, Discovery Containment Revisited, 39 Bos. Col. L.
Rev. 747 (1998) (chronicling efforts to constrain American discovery from 1970 forward).
56 I was retained as Reporter for this effort, and the following discussion draws significantly
on my experience in that position over the ensuing 25 years.
57 For discussion of the evolution of the rules governing American E-Discovery, see Richard
Marcus, Only Yesterday: Reflections on Rulemaking Responses to E-Discovery, 73 Ford.
L. Rev. 1 (2004).
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The lawyers at this meeting insisted that the rulesmakers should do something
to deal with this email problem. For example, perhaps the rules could declare that
emails were not „documents“ subject to discovery under the rules. But for the
most part, the lawyers insisted that something be done, but could not say what it
should be.
The problem was that, despite the clamor, nobody really had clear solutions. Instead, the Advisory Committee had to study the issues for an extended period, leading eventually to what came to be called the „E-Discovery Amendments of 2006,“
which went into effect on Dec. 1, 2006 -- one month short of a decade after the conference in which the email problem first came to the fore. A moment’s reflection will
show that trying to design procedures for this new source of evidence in 1997 could
not possibly have anticipated the multitude of important changes that were soon to
come. When the 1997 conference occurred, social media were not on the horizon.
Mark Zuckerberg, for example, was 12 years old in January 1997, and Facebook was
far in the future. Google was founded by two graduate students in 1998. YouTube
was launched in early 2005. Twitter was not founded until 2006. TikTok launched
outside China in 2017. Surely readers can now identify many other social media
examples that had not been imagined in 1997.
For US civil procedure, one could say that the main response to these developments was to adapt the existing procedural structures to the challenges of the new
technologies. For one thing, a goal was to make any rule amendments „technology
neutral.“ Thus, the document production rule was expanded to include „electronically stored information.“58 That term seemed to encompass whatever might next
emerge over the technological horizon, and it has generated a widely used acronym
-- ESI. A special new rule provision adopted in 2006 protected responding parties against having to search „sources“ of ESI that were not reasonably accessible
due to cost or burden.59 But technological breakthroughs might overcome previous
costs or burdens; sources thought inaccessible in Year 1 might become accessible
by Year 5.
Indeed, there was something approaching an „arms race“ with regard to litigation
technology. Technology repeatedly developed solutions to the discovery problems
technology created. It was almost a contest -- could technological solutions keep
with new technological challenges. A prime example is what came to be known
as Technology Assisted Review (TAR), which held the promise of locating within
huge troves of ESI those items that were really pertinent to the pending matter. Professors Freeman Engstrom and Gelbach have recently argued the TAR may prove
to be a watershed in terms of the cost of American ESI discovery:
[E]vidence is mounting that continued diffusion of predictive coding tools will
reduce, perhaps substantially, total discovery costs.. .. [A] growing cluster of studies establishes that well-implemented predictive coding tools are as good as, and
58 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(a)(1)(A).
59 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(2)(B).
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even better than, purely human review in terms of recall (i.e., the proportion of
documents in the total pool of documents that the tool accurately identifies as relevant) and almost certainly better than humans in precision (i.e., the proportion
of documents among those that the tool identifies that are in fact relevant). And,
they do so at a fraction of the cost. Put another way, predictive coding may not
consistently capture more relevant or privilged documents, but it yields less surplussage and requires a fraction of attorney time.60
The point here is that sometimes new technology can be handled using existing
rules, perhaps with some adaptation to take account of distinctive features of the
new technologies. Indeed, one new technology (like TAR) may provide a method
for coping with the demands of another new technology (e.g., email, social media,
and other digital material). But sometimes rules must be further refined. With EDiscovery, for example, after 2006 it appeared that the difficulties resulting from
responsibilities for preserving possibly relevant ESI had mounted beyond what had
been initially appreciated. So the rules were amended again in 2015 to address this
issue in a different way.61 But this experience may also show that existing procedures are often sufficiently flexible to deal with the challenges of new technology. The
litigation applecart need not be upset by technological innovation.
4. The COVID Pandemic Accelerator
Whether or not the COVID pandemic should be viewed as a „black swan“ event,62
it has certainly turned out to be a big deal for civil litigation systems. Last year, in
this publication, Professors Hershkoff and Miller offered an „interim“ report on
how the pandemic shutdown had affected US court operations.63 On that score,
this report is also „interim.“ In August, 2021, a package of proposed „emergency
rules“ for US procedure during emergencies was published for a public comment

60 Freeman Engstrom & Gelbach, supra note 6, at 1052–53. For an illustration of the use of
TAR, see In re Valsartan, Losartan, and Irbestran Products Liability Litigation, 337 F.R.D.
610 (D.N.J. 2020) (describing and enforcing the parties’ stipulated Electronic Discovery
Protocol).
61 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(e).
62 The notion was popularized by Professor Taub in his 2007 book The Black Swan, which
focused on unforeseen and broadly disruptive or catastrophic events that destabilize the
functioning of institutions. Part of the theme is that those institutions were subject to
being destabilized by flaws or growing problems that precipitated a collapse due to the
black swan event.
The question whether the COVID epidemic should be regarded as a black swan event
has produced divisions. Compare Bernard Avishai, The Pandemic Isn’t a Black Swan but
a Portent of a More Fragile Global System, New Yorker, April 21, 2020, with Benjamin
Halliburton, COVID-19 is a Black Swan, Forbes Magazine, March 19, 2020.
63 Helen Hershkoff & Arthur Miller, COVID-19 and Judicial Process: Interim Report from
the United States, ZZPInt 24 (2020).
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period lasting through mid February 2022.64 After that public comment period is
completed, emergency rules may proceed to adoption, and go into effect as soon as
December 1, 2023.
The US experience of disruption in civil litigation was hardly unique. Instead,
judicial systems around the world scrambled to cope with COVID shutdowns.
Thanks to Professors Krans and Nylund, we now have a reference guide to the
responses of judicial systems in 23 countries.65
For our purposes, however, this disruption brought home the need to fashion
new ways of handling civil litigation by exploiting technology in ways not done
before. One way of looking at this development, then, is to regard this shock to the
system as precipitating rapid change that was already happening more gradually.
In many places, there is uncertainty about whether there will be a „new normal“
after the pandemic wanes. So any report now must still be of an „interim“ nature.
Nonetheless, from the US perspective there are at least three areas that deserve attention now:
Court hearings via Zoom: Since time immemorial, court hearings in the US have
been in-person affairs, conducted in traditional courtrooms. Given the increased
focus of US civil litigation on the pretrial process, and the simultaneously increased
emphasis on judicial management of litigation, the great majority of these in-court
hearings were nothing like the US trial of Hollywood fame. Instead, the usually
consisted of „status conferences“ with the judge or dry hearings on pretrial motions. Those motions, in turn, were almost always based on written (now digital)
submissions to the court, and if something akin to witness testimony was needed
to resolve the matters before the court that material was presented by affidavit, deposition transcript, or deposition video.
For lawyers, the in-court aspect of these events could seem largely to be a waste of
time, particularly if the lawyer’s office was located far from the courthouse. A common sentiment was: „I really don’t want to travel all the way across the country for
a 15-minute pretrial hearing before the judge.“ In recognition of this reaction, many
American courts -- particularly appellate courts -- have for some years permitted
lawyers to argue their cases via telephone. But that remoteness seemed to put the
lawyers „appearing“ remotely at a disadvantage in terms of dealing with the judge,
whose facial expressions and body language may matter to the lawyers.

64 As Associate Reporter of the US Judicial Conference Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, I worked on preparation of the Civil Rules emergency rule proposal. There are also
proposed emergency rules for the rules of Criminal Procedure, Bankruptcy Procedure,
and Appellate Procedure. The proposed Civil Rule published in August, 2021, will become Fed. R. Civ. P. 87 if it is finally adopted after the public comment period.
65 See Bart Krans & Anna Nylund, Civil Courts Coping With COVID-19 (2021). My contribution regarding the US begins on p. 195. There are also chapters reporting on developments in Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Croatia, Denmark, England, Finland,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Peru, Poland, Singapore, Slovenia, Taiwan, and Uruguay.
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Suddenly, starting in March 2020, these sorts of in-court events could no longer
occur safely. But it soon became clear that pretrial litigation activity -- motion proceedings and discovery -- could not simply halt until things returned to „normal.“
Turning on a dime, the US courts shifted to online hearings in civil cases. And that
transformation was facilitated by a recent technological development -- the emergence of Zoom and other providers of video conference services as a method for
what might be called a faux in-court hearing in which the lawyers could see and
hear the judge (onscreen) and each other, and the judge could see and hear the lawyers. Thus did motion practice, pretrial conferences, and all of the other activities of
American civil litigation continue through the ensuing lockdown periods.
As pandemic constraints loosen, it remains to be seen whether American lawyers
and judges return to in-person hearings as before. There is considerable reason to
think that they will not. In mid-2020, for example, the Chief Justice of the Texas Supreme Court forecast that „[w]e’re going to be doing court business remotely forever.“66 Later in 2020, Legaltech News published an article entitled „Despite Budget
Cuts, Courts Can’t Imagine Life Without Zoom.“67
For many lawyers, the improved potential for picking up cues from the judge
with in-person hearings may incline them to return to the courtroom as soon as
possible. For many clients, however, the additional cost of having lawyers attend
in-person hearings (particularly from thousands of kilometers away) may not seem
worth it. And for judges, the flexibility of scheduling and conducting online hearings may make exploiting technology in this manner considerably much more attractive, now that the online methods have become familiar terrain. Holding such
online proceedings could also offer an extra benefit in transparency -- the public can
„attend“ online hearings from the comfort of home. Time will tell whether these
things become a new normal.
Remote depositions: The US is unique (or nearly so) in permitting litigants to take
pretrial depositions routinely. The taking of depositions has, for that reason, acquired its own routine. The deposition would occur in a law office, usually in a conference room. The witness, the witness’s lawyer, and the questioning lawyer would
be present, along with a court reporter. Sometimes there could be multiple parties
to a case, each with its own lawyer, and all the lawyers would attend this event. The
lawyers might travel to the deposition site from around the country if the litigation
involved parties from around the country. The deposition might last for up to seven
hours a day, all in a relatively small conference room that probably would not be
particularly well ventilated.
Starting in March 2020, depositions could not continue in that manner. Spending
many hours cloistered with a bunch of lawyers from around the country and a witness

66 Allie Reed & Madison Adler, Zoom Courts Will Stick Around as Virus Forces Seismic
Change, Bloomberg Law News, July 30, 2020.
67 Despite Budget Cuts Courts Can’t Imagine Life Without Zoom, Legaltech News, Oct.
20, 2020.
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and court reporter would violate many of the norms of COVID safety. According to
reports from plaintiff lawyers, some defense-side lawyers proposed in March and April
of 2020 that all depositions simply be postponed until it became possible to return to
the old way of doing them. Many plaintiff-side lawyers regarded this reaction as a stalling tactic. There is something to be said for the view that from the perspective of the
witness and the lawyer representing the witness in-person depositions are intrinsically
preferable. And for the interrogating lawyer, the problem of showing exhibits to the
witness could be challenging if they were in different places.
The American Federal Rules had long recognized that remote depositions could
be held by agreement or court order.68 By May 2020 it was reported that „because of
COVID, 100 % of depositions are being conducted remotely.“69 Already in April
2020, a federal judge had rejected defense objections to remote depositions, noting
that „[t]here are numerous resources and training opportunities available through
the legal community to assist [defendant’s] counsel in the operation and utilization
of the new technology.“70
Sometimes the possibility of remote depositions can give rise to disputes in
high-profile cases. For example, in litigation against the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
brought by victims of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, an American judge
held before the pandemic that plaintiffs were entitled to take the depositions of
high Saudi officials, including members of the royal family, in the US. In response
to that order, the defense urged after the pandemic hit that the depositions be taken
remotely instead of in person, arguing that remote depositions „are the new normal
for pandemic-era litigation.“71 Plaintiffs objected that there was a risk of witness
tampering if the depositions were held remotely, and that remote depositions would
not adequately enable them to observe the demeanor of the witnesses.72 Stressing
the health risks that travel to the US and an in-person deposition would produce,
however, the judge granted the motion and ordered the depositions to proceed by
remote means.
The question of the hour is whether things will go back to the old way when the
personal safety issues abate or disappear. At least one American judge thinks things
have changed for good:
Clearly, some of the distancing practices now in vogue will change as the world
gradually comes alive again. There is every reason to hope, however, that some
of the lessons learned during the pandemic will invoke changes of practice which,

68 See Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(4) (permitting a deposition „by telephone or other remote means“).
69 Stephanie Russell-Kraft, Depositions Go Virtual During Pandemic; May Remain that
Way, Bloomberg Law News, May 22, 2020.
70 Grano v. Sodexo Manag., Inc., 335 F.R.D. 411, 415 (S.D. Cal. 2020).
71 In re Terrorist Attacks on September 11, 2001, 337 F.R.D. 575, 577 (S.D.N.Y. 2020).
72 Id. at 578–79.
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in addition to being healthy habits, also make economic and practical sense in the
post-pandemic and even post-COVID-19-vaccine world. One of those current
practices that may need re-evaluation is the practice of flying attorneys, clients,
and deponents around the country or the world just to take a deposition.73
Only time will tell whether the judge’s forecast proves true.
Remote trials: If witnesses could testify remotely at deposition, perhaps they
could also testify remotely at trial. The Federal Rules have for some time recognized
this possibility, but they also said that witness testimony must be taken „in open
court“ unless „compelling circumstances“ justify remote testimony, and that then
that remote testimony should be allowed only with „appropriate safeguards.“74 As
with deposition testimony, there was much concern about witness demeanor and
witness coaching.
In theory, a video trial might even be preferred. Indeed, in the 1990s, Dean Carrington even ventured a proposal to shift to video trials routinely in civil litigation.75 But in reality the remote testimony option was rarely used, partly due to the
„compelling circumstances“ requirement, and partly due to the technical difficulty
of reliable transmission. The COVID lockdown seemed to provide quite compelling circumstances to justify allowing witnesses to testify live but remotely at trial,
particularly for witnesses located far from the court and for those with medical conditions that made them vulnerable to severe illness if they contracted COVID. As
with the 9/11 suit against Saudi defendants,76 courts wore loath to demand that such
witnesses travel long distances or testify in court. The technology behind Zoom,
meanwhile, went far to deal with the transmission challenges. As with discovery,
it might be that defendants would be content to put off trial until in-person events
were again possible. But given the priority criminal trials would have after the lockdown ended, that could require a long delay.
Not surprisingly, lawyers soon started urging courts to use technology to hold
court (non-jury) trials.77 Several such remote court trials were held. That did not
mean that lawyers handling such trials had an easy time of it. To the contrary, lawyers who handled such a trial found that the virtual testimony format „shifts more
control to the witness“ and could facilitate „improper witness and attorney interaction“ including „what notes or other materials are within reach and/or in view of

73 Brooks v. Pikes Peak Hospice, 497 F.Supp.3d 985, 987 (D. Colo. 2020).
74 Fed. R. Civ. P. 43(a).
75 Paul Carrington, Virtual Civil Litigation: A Visit to John Bunyan’s Celestial City, 98 Colum. L. Rev. 1516 (1998) (advocating the all evidence be videotaped and played for a jury
after appellate review of the sufficiency of the evidence).
76 See supra text accompanying notes 71–72.
77 See R. Robin McDonald, Georgia Lawyers Largely Back Civil Video Trials, Legaltech
News, May 22, 2020 (describing reactions to a proposal for the state courts in Georgia to
begin video court trials).
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a remote witness.“78 But those concerns often did not outweigh the desire to get to
trial -- some sort of trial. As lawyers writing about virtual civil trials said, „nothing
resolves cases faster than a court date.“79
Virtual jury trials posed much greater challenges, largely because it was necessary
to impanel a jury of ordinary citizens. Many people might reasonably resist the risks
of jury duty, and some raised concerns about the greater difficulty of impaneling a
jury that truly represented a cross-section of the community. For example, would a
jury with nobody over age 60 be satisfactory? How could the jurors deliberate, given that the jury rooms in which such deliberation was usually done are commonly
small and windowless spaces? Despite these difficulties, by November 2020, the
leading plaintiff-side lawyer organization in the US was reporting that „[j]ury trials
are happening all over the country.“80
Going forward, it may be that remote testimony will become a hallmark of court
trials. But it seems much less likely that jury trials will proceed in a remote environment -- even if some witnesses in those cases testify remotely -- unless dire circumstances demand. The whole process of jury deliberation relies on person-to-person
interaction that would be difficult or impossible to recreate in a virtual world. And
many judges frankly worry about distractions that might cause jurors not to attend
closely to the evidence if outside the courtroom, and perhaps in the distracting environs of home. So even if something like Dean Carrington’s speculation81 could
come to pass in some court trials, it is not likely to occur in jury trials.
This is not to say that technology has left the trial untouched. To the contrary,
myriad devices and gizmos that did not exist a generation ago are now part of the
trial lawyer’s tool kit. In terms of procedure, however, jury trials are likely to continue in essentially the format of the past.82
5. AI and Civil Litigation
It is difficult to overstate the prominence of AI in the contemporary world. it seems
that machine learning has intruded into everything. We have already seen that TAR

78 Daniel McLane & Michael Best, Avoid Losing Control of a Remote Witness: Some Suggestions, Bloomberg Law News, Nov. 9, 2020.
79 Christopher Green & Sara Fish, Weighing the Virtual Courtroom Option in Civil Cases,
Law 360, Aug. 20, 2020.
80 Nov. 29, 2020, online advertisement from American Association for Justice (on file with
author). Contrast Madision Adler & Allie Reed, U.S. Courts Close Doors, Cancel Juries
as Virus Surges, Bloomberg Law News, Nov. 20, 2020.
81 See supra text accompanying note 75.
82 Not everyone is unhappy with remote trials. Thus, a plaintiff lawyer who conducted „a
successful Zoom trial“ that ended in a jury verdict of $411 million in favor of his injured
client reported that such trials could work from the plaintiffs’ side. Benjamin Crump,
Connecting Through the Screen, Trial Magazine, May 2021 at 16. Perhaps he would have
had a different attitude had the outcome been different.
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(which relies on a version of machine learning) has become prominent or dominant
in E-Discovery.83 The popular press is full of stories about other functions of this
multi-faceted technology.
One example is „therapy by algorithm,“ which relies on apps for mental health
help. „Digital mental health has become a multi-billion-dollar industry and includes more than 10,000 apps, according to an estimate by the American Psychiatric Association.“84 It seems that medical professionals regard this development with uneasiness: „At issue is the nature of therapy itself. Can therapy by bot
make people understand themselves better?“85 Meanwhile, national intelligence
agencies may come to rely on AI for their activities. America’s National Security
Commission issued a study that forecast that „AI will revolutionize the practice
of intelligence.“86
AI has become a feature of what is known more generally as „legal tech,“ and
some enthusiasts proclaim that it will transform lawyering. For example, Professor
Susskind announced more than 20 years ago that IT would „fundamentally, irreversibly, and comprehensively change legal practice [producing] a complete shift
legal paradigm.“87 The International Association of Procedural Law made AI in
Civil Litigation the theme of its 2020 conference in Porto Alegre, Brazil.88 Regarding medicine in particular,89 we are told that „Artificial intelligence . . . already has
revolutionized medicine.“90 It has also been reported that AI did a better job than

83 See supra text accompanying note 60.
84 Karen Brown, Tell It to Woebut, N.Y. Times, June 1, 2010, at D1.
85 Id. A psychiatrist who studies digital forms of counseling worries: „The chances of a bot
being as wise, sympathetic, emphatic, knowing, creative nd being able to say the right
thing at the right time is pretty slim.“ See also Shira Ovide, Should Alexa Be Able to Read
Our Moods?, N.Y. Times, May 22, 2021, at B5:
Dr. Turow (a professor communications) is worried that voice technologies including Alexa and Siri from Apple will morph from digital butlers into diviners that use the sound of
our voices to work out intimate details like our moods, desires, and medical conditions. In
theory they could one day be used by police to determine who should be arrested or by
banks to say who’s worthy of credit.
86 Machine Intelligence, The Economist, March 6, 2021, at 76, 77.
87 Richard Susskind, Transforming the Law viii-ix (2000).
88 Owing to the pandemic, the conference had to be postponed, and it will be held online in
September 2021. As one of the keynote speakers, I have submitted a paper that addresses
some of the issues also addressed in this paper, albeit with a different orientation.
89 See supra section 2 for a more general discussion of the impact of technology on medical
practice.
90 Erin Allday, Effort Seeks to Boost AI’s Role in Future of Medicine, S.F. Chronicle, Aug.
27, 2019, at C-1.
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radiologists at detecting cancer in mammograms.91 Meanwhile, American business
is reportedly in search of policies for „ethical AI.“92
For our purposes, the most pertinent concerns with regard to legal AI are that we
may be see the rise of the „robolawyer“ or the „robojudge.“
(A) The Prospect of the Robolawyer
A 2019 American law review article asserted that „[c]ompared to AI used in other
professions -- medicine (oncology diagnosis) and engineering (bridge stability) -legal AI is in a simple stage.“93 Some proponents of AI in law practice are betting
heavily on their ability to „disrupt“ legal practice. For example, one tech entrepreneur who sold his video game business to Amazon for nearly $1 billion has sunk
$7 million of his own money into developing an app that „will provide the whiteglove service clients expect from Big Law partners while the company’s software
will direct and track the work of staff and contract lawyers.“94 Meanwhile, another
article reports that „[t]he increasing complexity of both legal frameworks and the
data under review is making lawyers’ jobs more laborious and frequently unmanageable,“ recommending reliance on AI to avoid burnout among young lawyers.95
Nearly 20 years ago, a pair of successful lawyers took a step that the COVID lockdown might make more plausible for more firms -- a major law firm with no offices,
relying entirely on digital communication facilities and „without leases, staff, and
associates.“96
Within the current law firm structure, technology looms larger and larger. In
2019, proponents of legal AI urged that „[l]aw firms face a looming tipping point“
in legal tech.97 Another enthusiast reported that AI has „played a critical role in

91 Denise Grady, Artificial Intelligence is Outperforming Radiologists in Detecting Breast
Cancer, N.Y. Times, Jan. 2, 2020, at A-11.
92 See Erin Winston, Five Ways Businesses Can Make AI More Ethical, Bloomberg Law
News, Jan. 25, 2021 (urging that „businesses must invest in ensuring a more ethical application of AI by employing a chief AI ethics officer“).
93 John Flood & Lachlan Robb, Professions and Expertise: How Machine Learning and
Blockchain are Redesigning the Landscape of Professional Knowledge and Organization,
73 U. Miami L. Rev. 443, 469 (2019).
94 Roy Strom, Atrium Filed, But Another Start-Up is Pairing Lawyers and Code, Bloomberg Law News, Sept. 24, 2020 (describing Tangible Global, based in Portland, OR).
95 Jason Brennan, AI Can Help Law Firms Retain New Talent, Find Work-Life Balance,
Bloomberg Law News, Sept. 21, 2020.
96 Roy Strom, Big Law Has Never Looked More Like This Fully Remote Firm, Bloomberg
Law News, May 20, 2021.
97 Nick Abrahams & Gerry Pecht, Exponential Threats Push Law Firms to Tipping Point,
Bloomberg Law News, Dec. 10, 2019.
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bringing a risk-averse industry into the next wave of the digital era.“98 A leading
American law firm now has a robotics/AI practice group.99
But technology enthusiasts sometimes suggest that AI can go beyond facilitating
law firm operations and replace lawyers. Certainly, there have been reports of remarkable AI facilities. Thus, Google is marketing called Magenta, which will take
a few notes proposed by the „composer“ and build a composition from them.100
Closer to what lawyers do, a San Francisco outfit called Open AI created a „natural
language“ system called GPT-3. A computer programmer used GPT-3 to imitate
the manner of writing of a well-known pop psychologist in answering the question
„How do we become more creative?“ The resulting response was sufficiently close
to the mark to prompt the pop psychologist to say that „It definitely sounds like
something I would say.“101 Another report says that „[f]or a range of knowledge
workers -- news reporters, lawyers, coders and others -- the introduction of systems
like GPT-3 will likely shift their activities from drafting to editing.“102
Lawyers -- particularly litigators -- are often principally wordsmiths. Given the
pervasive uneasiness about technology making many jobs superfluous, they can
properly worry about technology stalking them. We are told that there already
exists „software that reviews legal briefs for strengths, weaknesses, patterns, and
connections, and that can suggest additional cases as well as analyze the vulnerability of certain arguments.“103 But it’s not so clear that this fate will befall lawyers due
to AI developments. For one thing, many question the genuine ability of AI to draft
competently.104 And the complexities of legal analysis and making a cogent legal
argument will likely be beyond what AI can master any time soon.
But AI will not necessarily forever be unable to perform these tasks. Beyond
writing, lawyers evaluate claims and defenses and forecast likely outcomes. At least
some potential uses of AI may provide significant value in performing these tasks
now or in the near future, perhaps only for those able to afford expensive AI programs. Thus, Professors Freeman Engstrom and Gelbach worry that large compa-

98 Ben Levi, Jumping From Big Law To Legal Tech – Career Advice on Embracing AI, Bloomberg
Law News, Sept. 3, 2019. See also Victoria Hudgins, Legal Industry – While Lagging With
AI – Sees Benefits of Its Use, Legaltech News, Nov. 27, 2019.
99 See Victoria Hudgins, As AI Touches More Job Applications, Job Seekers Find Varied Discrimination Shields, Legaltech News, Nov. 26, 2019 (referring to the law firm Littler Mendelson).
100 Programmes by Programs, The Economist, June 5, 2021, at 68 (reporting that an Austrian
professor said that such compositions are not „actually music“).
101 Cade Metz, Meet GPT-3. It Has Learned to Code (and Blog and Argue), N.Y. Times Nov.
20, 2020.
102 David Price, An AI Breaks The Writing Barrier, Wall St. Journal, Aug. 22–23, 2020, at C5.
103 Christine Goodman, AI/ESQ: Impacts of Artificial Intelligence in Lawyer-Client Relations,
72 Okla. L. Rev. 149, 154 (2019).
104 See The Human Touch, The Economist, Feb. 27, 2021, at 70 (reporting that Grammerly, a
much-touted program to improve writing, has severe limits because „computers don't work in
meaning or intention.“ Despite the hype, the article concludes: „Grammar-checking computers
illustrate not how bad humans are with language, but just how good.“).
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nies will be able to use predictive analytics in their forum selection.105 The American
legal research tool Westlaw offers a service called „Legislative Insights“ to predict
whether federal legislation will be enacted.106 Another program claims to be able to
forecast likely outcomes in court.107 It does not seem, however, that AI efforts have
extended to advising or controlling the strategic and tactical efforts of litigators,
such as determining which topics to pursue in discovery with which witnesses, or
how to sequence witnesses at trial, or when to move for summary judgment. Perhaps litigators’ lives are safe for a while even if AI can produce systems that can do
„routine contract review“ in seconds for pennies.108
(B) Toward the Robojudge?
If AI can supplant litigators and predict outcomes, and also engage in legal research
and prepare first drafts of briefs, perhaps it could also become the decider -- the
robojudge. In the academic realm, the UK found out in 2020 that relying on algorithms to grade university entrance exams backfired, leading to calls for the education minister to resign.109 Yet the same sort of techniques have been applied in the
UK to policing and court sentencing, health care, immigration and social welfare.110
A 2020 article reported that Estonia „has announced a plan to delegate some lower
value claims to an online court powered exclusively by AI.“111
American judges are already using algorithms for some decision-making. A prominent example is in making decisions about whether to release the accused without
bail in advance of trial. One thing judges have traditionally considered in making
that decision has been called „dangerousness,“ often said to refer to the risk that
the accused will commit another crime if released. In the US, an algorithm called
COMPAS is used nationwide to decide whether defendants awaiting trial are too
dangerous to be released on bail.’112 As with use of algorithms in the employment

105 Freeman Engstrom & Gelbach, supra note 6, at 1059–71. See also Melissa Whitney, How To
Improve Technical Expertise for Judges in AI-Related Litigation (Brookings Inst., Nov. 19,
2019) („Some scholars and practitioners are already using AI to predict the outcome of cases
based on algorithms based on tens of thousands of prior cases.“).
106 See Machine Learning to Predict Legislative Outcomes, Trial Magazine, August 2020, at 8.
107 Roy Strom, The Algorithm Will Hire Your Patent Lawyer Now, Bloomberg Law News, Aug.
1, 2019.
108 Roy Strom, This Startup is Coming for $7 B in Repetitive Contract Review, Bloomberg Law
News, Sept. 28, 2019.
109 See Adam Satarino, Grading by Algorithm Results in U.K. Debacle, N.Y. Times, Aug. 21,
20210, at A10.
110 Id.
111 Ray Campbell, Artificial Intelligence in the Courtroom: The Delivery of Justice in the Age of
Machine Learning, 18 Colo. Tech. L.J. 323 (2020).
112 Sam Corbett-Davies & Emma Pierson, A Computer Program Used for Bail and Sentencing
Decisions Was Labeled Biased Against Blacks. It’s Actually Not that Clear, Wash. Post, Oct.
17, 2019.
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area,113 these algorithms have been challenged as biased because African American prisoners usually score worse than white ones.114 But a Washington Post study
found that the scores generated by the algorithm were „highly predictive of reoffending. Defendants assigned the highest risk score reoffended at almost four times
the rate as those assigned the lowest score.“115 The Post analysis also concluded the
„[t]he problems we discuss apply equally to human decision-makers, and humans
are additionally biased in ways that machines are not.“116
In addition, we come close to relying on some computer-generated evidence as
decisive. Take DNA evidence, for example. With regard to issues such as paternity
or other forms of identification courts are likely to regard such evidence as decisive
unless there has been some technical problem in producing it. Perhaps broader reliance on such judicial support would be welcome. Professor Katz has argued that
the method used by American judges deciding whether to admit proposed expert
evidence under the Supreme Court’s famous Daubert decision „has not been working,“ and she proposes a solution: „why not make available a more trustworthy
resource . . . in the form of AI . . . to assist judges in making decisions about the
admissibility of experts under the Daubert legal standard?“117 But she cautions that
such a hypothetical AI system would not make the ultimate decision because „this
type of inferential or deductive reasoning is generally within the special competence
of judges.“118
More than twenty years ago, a computer science professor theorized in the Yale
Law Journal that AI could eventually „model“ legal reasoning and replicate (or
improve upon) human handling of legal issues.119 She foresaw then „a computer
program that can perform tasks in legal reasoning and argumentation, such as analogizing favorable cases and distinguishing contrary ones, anticipating parries in adversarial arguments, and creating artful hypotheticals.“120 Perhaps that facility could
support computerized decisionmaking in civil cases.
As a general matter, despite the Lituanian experience,121 that possibility seems far
away. Even Professor Susskind, generally a strong proponent of relying on computers, rejects this possibility:

113 See infra text accompanying notes 143–45.
114 See Aaron Bornstein, Are Algorithms Building the New Infrastructure of Racism, The Atlantic, Dec. 21, 2017. See also Cade Metz & Adam Satariano, An Algorithm that Grants Freedom,
or Takes it Away, N.Y. Times, Feb. 9, 2020.
115 Corbett-Davies & Pierson, supra note 112.
116 Id.
117 Pamela Katz, Expert Robot: Using Artificial Intelligence to Assist Judges in Admitting Scientific Expert Testimony, 24 Alb. L.J. of Sci. & Tech. 1 (2014).
118 Id. at 37.
119 Edwina Rissland, Artificial Intelligence and Law: Stepping Stones to a Model of Legal Reasoning, 99 Yale L.J. 1957 (1999).
120 Id.
121 See supra text accompanying note 111.
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[C]an a machine think, work, emote, create, reason, and feel like a human judge?
The answer to this today is a resounding ‘no’. Neurophysiologically and neuropshchologically, only a flesh-and-blood human being can function as a human
judge does. This is true by definition. Unless and until we can build biological
replicas of human beings -- molecular reproductions or whole brain emulations
-- this may always be so.. . ..
[W]e are many years from having systems that, other than in very confined areas
of law, can generate decisions with reasons. I am not dismissing the possibility out
of hand, however. In the world of AI, there will be countless advances that will
take us well beyond machine learning, the dominant AI technique of the moment.
In this era of increasingly capable machines, then, it is not outrageous to expect
at some stage, whether twenty or 100 years from now, that systems will outperform judges at their own game, delivering reasoned judgments with explanation
that will look and feel like the finest of human judgments but sources through AI
rather than judicial „wetware.“122
The American legal system may be peculiarly resistant to such AI guidance because it is strikingly non-hierarchical and non-bureaucratic. As Professor Kagan
argued twenty years ago, „the American judiciary . . . is more pragmatic, quicker
to invent new rights and remedies, and more willing to adapt the law to changing
circumstances and new justice claims.“123 It sometimes seems from a US perspective
that civil law systems contemplate a more restrained (even robotic?) judiciary, with
a judicial hierarchy seeking rather routinized decision-making by first instance judges. As Prof. Kagan also observes, „in making eligibility and benefit determinations,
American welfare agencies, compared to their counterparts in Europe, are more
tightly restrained by detailed, judicially enforceable legal rules and procedures.“124
In his view, the American judiciary „provides a public forum for challenging legislative and bureaucratic malpractice, by exposing the lack of imagination that may be
embodied in statutes and regulations.“125
Perhaps, then, the robot judge would be singularly unworkable in the US legal system, but a possibility in other legal systems (and in American administrative claim-processing systems such as welfare). Consider, for example, a recent article in Legaltech
News about a conference on AI in court: „today’s AI doesn’t just collect and predict
judicial decisions, but in some cases, makes those decisions itself. Katherine Forrest,
former U.S. district judge for the Southern District of New York, pointed to the holographic judges currently in China. ‘They rolled out the utilization of a couple of
internet courts where they have AI judges and have litigated to verdict thousands of
cases.’“126
122
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Richard Susskind, Online Courts and the Future of Justice 281 (2019).
Robert Kagan, Adversarial Legalism 112 (2001).
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Id. at 169.
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The reliance in the American system of civil adjudication on jury trial makes such
practices a great deal less palatable in the US. Professor Friedland argued, for example,
that the jury is „an essential political institution“ that maintains a „democratic tradition
of citizen participation“:
It is precisely the symbolism associated with the jury’s role that is so significant to
the legitimacy of trial by jury. In essence, according the jury a greater voice during
trial reallocates the division of power, providing a symbolic and perhaps even an
actual check on the court. The symbolism of juror participation strengthens the conceptualization of the jury as the representative of the people.127
It is hard to imagine a robot replacing this jury function.
Moreover, the legal standards applied in US civil litigation often depend on what
might be called human evaluation under a variety of factors that would likely elude a
robot. These open-textured rules are peculiarly designed for jury (human) input. As
Professors Burbank and Subrin put it in 2011, American legal norms
need community input for the decisions applying to be accepted by that community. Issues such as negligence, intentional discrimination, material breach of
contract, and unfair competition are not facts capable of scientific demonstration
... [T]hey are concepts mixing elements of fact and law that become legitimate
behavioral norms when the citizenry at large, acting through jury representatives,
decides what the community deems acceptable.128
But these features of civil litigation are likely unique to the US. Even the UK, the
historical source of the American jury trial, has abandoned it for almost all civil actions.129 And it is likely that many legal issues in other legal systems are not couched
in such open-textured terms as American legal standards. So the prospect of using AI
to make legal decisions, perhaps even robot judges, may have more promise there.
Perhaps more important from the US perspective is the reality in the 21st century that
there are very few actual civil jury trials.130 It was this trend that Professors Burbank
and Subrin were decrying.131
6. Technology’s Impact on Substantive Law
Much as proceduralists might stress the importance of their field, the reality is that
substantive law is supposed to be the more important partner in civil justice. That,
after all, is what the lawsuits are about. So it makes sense to pause briefly to note some

127 Steven Friedland, The Competency and Responsibility of Jurors in Deciding Cases, 85 Nwn.
L. Rev. 190, 207–08 (1990).
128 Stehen Burbank & Stephen Subrin, Litigation and Democracy: Restoring A realistic Prospect
of Trial, 46 Harv. Civ. Rts. – Civ. Lib. L. Rev. 399, 401 (2011).
129 Adrian Zuckerman, Civil Procedure 357 n.15 (2003).
130 See, e.g., Marc Galanter, The Vanishing Trial: An Examination of Trials and Related Matters in
Federal and State Courts, 1 J. Empir. Legal Studies 459 (2004).
131 See Burbank & Subrin, supra note 128.
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potential impacts of technological innovation on American substantive law fields. That
does not mean reflecting on copyright or patent law, though technology surely plays a
prominent part in those fields, but rather examining how recent and ongoing technological changes may alter the substantive norms procedure seeks to implement.
Privacy and data breach: America has a long history of legal recognition of privacy rights.132 But in the Digital Age there has been something of a quantum leap
in the importance of these issues. Data security has become a new practice area.133
Reflecting these concerns, states have enacted new privacy protections that resemble the GDPR in the EU. The California statute went into effect on 1 January 2020,
and The Economist reported at that time that in some ways „California goes further
than the EU.“134 Law firms have been in something of a tizzy about how to comply.135 Illinois has enacted a biometric Information Privacy Act that also presents
significant compliance challenges.
These compliance challenges produce litigation realities in the US. Although public authorities have significant enforcement responsibilities, plaintiffs who claim to
have been victims of violations often can sue. Under the Illinois act, for example, it
has been held that plaintiffs need not prove any actual injury beyond violation of
the act to sue, even in a class action.136 Coupled with the American class action, the
Illinois act can present a formidable challenge in court, and it has been used repeatedly.137
These kinds of suits can prove costly to companies found to have violated statutory requirements. For example, Equifax settled a data breach case for $380 million,138

132 See Samuel Warren & Louis Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 4 Harv. L. Rev. 193 (1890).
133 See, e.g., Bloomberg Law 2020, Privacy & Data Security; Corporate Counsel Business Journal
Global Risk Special, Compliance in a World of Escalating Risk (reporting on Clifford Chance
efforts to deal with these issues).
134 California’s Data Sheriffs, The Economist, 21 Dec. 2019.
135 See, e.g., Bethany Likitsch, Getting Ready for the California Consumer Privacy Act, Corporate
Counsel Bus. J., Nov/Dec. 2019.
136 See Rosenbachy v. Six Flags Ent. Corp., 129 N.E.3d 1197 (Ill. 2019) (holding that there was
no requirement that a plaintiff suing under the act show any actual injury beyond violation of
the act).
137 See, e.g., Patel v. Facebook, Inc., 932 F.3d 1264 (9th Cir. 2019) (class action by Illinois Facebook
users who claim that Facebook collected their photos without their permission); Stoller, IBM
Hit With Lawsuit Claiming Image Use for Facial Recognition, Bloomberg Law News, Jan.
23, 2020; Barash, Prison Operator Hit With Worker Fingerprint Privacy Suit, Bloomberg Law
News, Dec. 31, 2019; Dailey, Fingerprint Privacy Lawsuit From Illinois Worker Advances,
Bloomberg Law News, Dec. 17, 2019; Stoller, WeWork Hit With Biometric Privacy Suit Over
Facial Scans, Bloomberg Law News, Nov. 7, 2019.
138 Peter Hayes, Equifax To Pay $380.5 Million to Settle Data Breach Class Claims, Bloomberg
Law News, Jan. 12, 2020; see also R. Robin McDonald, Judge OKs $77.5M in Legal Fees,
Approves Equifax Data Breach Settlement, Nat. L.J., Dec. 19, 2019 (reporting that the judge
approved $77.5 million in legal fees for plaintiffs’ lawyers). Reportedly, however, the take-up
rate for the settlement was low. See Bernard, Equifax Settlement Affected 147 Million, But
Most Sit Out Settlement, N.Y. Times, Jan. 22, 2020.
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and Google settled another case for $7.5 million.139 And incidental, somewhat procedural, issues assume major importance. An example is the question of „standing“
-- whether a plaintiff in a data breach case has to show some demonstrable damage
from the breach.140 Of course, one could say that the question whether a person was
harmed is controlled by the substantive law. But since the usual suit is a proposed
class action, requiring individualized proof of harm would likely rob it of momentum. Because technology makes data on so many people potentially accessible, and
class actions can produce potential recoveries that destroy an enterprise, substantive
effects can result from the interaction of procedure and substantive law.
Discrimination: In the US, claims of discrimination are a major portion of civil
litigation. As in other spheres of activity, employers are increasingly looking to AI to
make their hiring decisions more „efficient.“141 Indeed, the New York Times recently
offered advice on how job applicants could write a resume to get past the automated
screening device used to make the first cut on job applicants.142 Though in general increased efficiency in screening hundreds or thousands of job applications might seem
desirable, as an op-ed the New York Times warned, „Beware of Automated Hiring.“143
Another piece in the Times warned that „A.I. Is Learning Everything From Us. Our
Biases, Too.“144 Yet another asked „Can Artificial Intelligence be Bias-Free?“145
In his recent book on AI, Professor Russell explains that „the likely causes of
algorithmic bias lie in the data rather than in the deliberate malfeasance of corporations,“ because AI learns to imitate the decisions of humans and to reflect „preexisting bias in the culture.“146 In November 2020, the Wall St. Journal made bias the

139 Peter Hayes, Google+ Reaches $7.5 Million Data Breach Settlement, Bloomberg Law News,
Jan. 7, 2020.
140 See Christian Levis & Amanda Fiorilla, Data Breach Plaintiffs Still Face Circuit Conflict on
Standing, Bloomberg Law News, June 15, 2021 (with chart showing divergent judicial attitudes).
141 See Metamorphosis, The Economist, Dec. 5, 2020, at 68:
A job interview at Ping An is a strange experience. To become an agent at the insurance group,
the world’s largest by market capitalization, candidates must take questions from an intelligent
machine. As they respond, their voice, choice of words and gestures are scrutinized for the
qualities of the most productive salespeople. After accruing data from millions of such interviews, the firm believes its artificial-intelligence (AI) system can quickly pick talent and weed
out the duds.
142 Julie Weed, Resume-Writing Tips to Help You Get Past the A.I. Gatekeepers, N.Y. Times
March 22, 2021.
143 Ifeoma Ajunwa, Beware of Automated Hiring, Oct. 9, 2019. But another Times article suggests
that having humans continue to make hiring decisions by themselves is not superior in terms
of the risk of discrimination. Craig Smith, Dealing With Bias in Artificial Intelligence, N.Y.
Times, Jan. 3, 2020, emphasizes that AI may reflect human biases, but it does not introduce
them. See also Heather Meeker, Bias in Artificial Intelligence: Is Your Bot Bigoted?, Bloomberg
Law News, Oct. 19, 2020.
144 Cade Metz, A.I. Is Learning Everything From Us. Our Biases, Too, N.Y. Times, Nov. 12,
2019, at B1.
145 Cade Metz, Can Artificial Intelligence Be Bias-Free?, N.Y. Times, March 21, 2021.
146 Stuart Russell, Human Compatible 129 (2019).
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centerpiece of its Journal Report on Artificial Intelligence.147 Another recent article
asks: „Bias in Artificial Intelligence: Is Your Bot Bigoted?“148 New York City considered legislation to forbid use of algorithms in hiring.149
As Prof. Russell adds, however, „[t]he fact that the bias lies primarily in the data
does not, of course, mean that there is no obligation to take steps to counteract the
problem.“150 American law firms are launching practices that seek to counteract
the possibly discriminatory aspects of AI used by their clients.151 A Times article in
March 2021 introduced the concept of „ethical AI.“152 Meanwhile, it may be that the
shift from humans making hiring decisions to algorithms making such decisions will
introduce a day of greater accountability. „Humans are inscrutable in a way that algorithms are not,“ so „uncovering algorithmic discrimination was far more straightforward“ because „the work required neither stealth nor resourcefulness.“153
An area of particular concern is the use of facial recognition technology. As with
some medical kit,154 this technology may work poorly with non-white people even
if it is very reliable with white people.155 There have already been discrimination
suits against police by Black men who were incarcerated based on this technology.156 Some jurisdictions have moved to ban use of this technology by police.157 In
short, technology has come to have considerable importance in discrimination cases.
Algorithms as „parties“ to litigation: The movie 2001: A Space Odyssey alerted
audiences to the risk of AI acting on its own.158 One might also recall the Arnold
Schwartzenegger role in The Terminator. Though we have been assured repeatedly
that AI is not about to manage to duplicate (or outdo) human cognitive capacities,
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Bloomberg Law News, Aug. 18, 2020.
See Andrea Vittorio, Man Sues Detroit Police for Arrest After Faulty Face Recognition,
Bloomberg Law News, April 13, 2021; Kasmir Hill, Facial Match and Arrest Go Wrong, N.Y.
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there remains that possibility that human control of all the things that can lead to
civil litigation cannot be assumed. At the same time, we are regaled with tales of
self-driving cars, though that may be far from reality.159 On the other hand, there is
already a book about AI and autonomous shipping.160 And autonomous weapons
have been deployed, though they do not resemble the Terminator.161
Such technological innovation can affect the law that applies to liability. Tort litigation provides one illustration. For a long time, the doctrine of respondeat superior
has meant that those in control of, or responsible for, other actors can be held liable
for the harms inflicted by those actors. As we approach the possible age of „selfdriving“ cars, Professor Russell notes that the EU Parliament’s Committee on Legal
Affairs recommends „creating a specific legal status for robots in the long run.“162
From an American perspective, Professor Vladek has offered an elegant reflection
on whether we can continue to rely on the idea that a human or corporate actor
remains available as the defendant in civil litigation.163 Presumably the employers
using AI to make hiring decisions are responsible for the bias their algorithms may
exhibit, as noted above.
But as an Oxford professor said in 2003, machines might be „capable of independent initiative and of making their own plans [and therefore] more appropriately
viewed as persons than machines.“164 Prof. Vladek opines that „there is no a priori
reason why truly autonomous machines should not be accorded some formal legal
status, making them, like corporations and certain trusts, ‘persons’ in the eyes of
the law and subject to suit.“165 Indeed, he speculates, recognizing algorithms as independent actors might also affect standards for legal liability: „it is useful to pause
to consider whether the standard of care to be applied to driver-less cars will be
different than the standard applied to cars driven by humans. There is every reason
to think that the answer will be yes.“166
Though the issue has seemingly not emerged yet in auto collision litigation, a similar question has arisen in regard to patent protection. American lawyers have begun
to speculate about the role of AI in developing patentable discoveries may lead to an
argument that the algorithm is the „real“ owner of the resulting patent. As some have
noted, „as AI continues to grow more powerful, innovations developed by the AI

159 See Cade Metz, It Turns Out It’s a Long Road To Driverless Cars, N.Y. Times, May 25, 2021.
160 Boris Soyer & Andrew Tettenbom, Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Shipping (2021).
161 See Fail Deatly, The Economist, May 29, 2021 (discussing use of autonomous weapons that
make attack decisions without human oversight).
162 Russell, supra note 146, at 126.
163 Stephen Vladek, Machines Without Principals: Liability Rules and Artificial Intelligence, 89
Wash. L. Rev. 117 (2014).
164 Nick Bosterom, When Machines Outsmart Humans, 34 Futures 750 (2003), quoted in Vladek,
supra note 163, at 122.
165 Vladek, supra note 163, at 124.
166 Id. at 130.
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itself will likely become more common.“167 My colleague Robin Feldman has written that under current American patent laws „computers cannot be considered the
owners of patents -- at least not within the basic conceptualization of patent law.“168
Another legal specialty in which the independent actor possibility might be
considered is securities law. The Economist has reported that in trading securities
„computers are gaining autonomy. Software programs using AI devise their own
strategies without needing human guidance.“169 Whether those programs could
themselves be sued for market manipulation or violating other securities laws remsins to be seen.
7. New Proof Methods
Besides affecting at least some substantive areas of civil litigation, AI may significantly change or expand the manner of proof. Since the dawn of this century, American lawyers have referred to the „CSI jury,“ a jury made of people familiar with
the TV show „Crime Scene Investigated,“ in which it seemed that video surveillance
or some other high tech source was used to prove who committed the crime.170
A starting point is to reflect on E-Discovery. As noted above,171 that has turbocharged discovery practice in the US. In terms of proof, the digital material it
unearths can be a game-changer. As an American lawyer remarked in 2006, „What
I’ve found is that when you’ve got the e-mails, people remember lots and lots of
things.“172 Social media have emerged to play an increasingly important role as
sources of evidence.173 By 2011, an American lawyer was reporting that „[e]very
litigator has probably experienced firsthand or at least heard about a situation in
which information from a social media site played a significant role in a case.“174 As
noted in the Introduction,175 the impact of social media on law practice has become
more pervasive. Meanwhile, E-Discovery is likely to increase. By 2016, it was announced that „[e]very day, 23 billion text messages, and 205 billion emails are sent
globally.“176 An American judge asserted in 2017 that „[m]ore data has been created

167 Emily Tait, Carl Kukkonen & Ella Temkin, „Artificial“ Inventorship? New Technologies
Create Unique Challenges for the USPTO, Corporate Counsel Bus. J., Nov/Dec. 2019 at 57.
168 Robin Feldman & Nick Thieme, Competition at the Dawn of Artificial Intelligence (2018) UC
Hastings Research Paper No. 298.
169 Masters of the Universe, The Economist, Oct. 5, 2019.
170 See Tamara Lawson, Before the Verdict, and Beyond the Verdict: The „CSI Infection“ Within
Modern Criminal Trials, 41 Loyola Chi. L. Rev. 119 (2009).
171 see section (3) supra.
172 Geier, A Defense Win in ‘Enron Country,’ Nat. L.J., Jan. 23, 2006.
173 See supra text accompanying note 7.
174 Christopher Akin, How to Discover and Use Social Media-Related Evidence, 37 Litigation 32
(Winter 2011).
175 See supra text accompanying note 7.
176 Building a Lean In-House E-Discovery Strategy, Legaltech News, June 2016, at 1-SS.
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in the last two years than in the entire previous history of the human race.“177 A recent illustration of the importance of proof using email is provided by a New York
Times story about the „sick“ culture at Boeing revealed by email exchanges among
Boeing personnel regarding the ill-fated 737 Max aircraft.178
The basic point from the perspective of proof is that there’s a great many more
sources of useful evidence due to the centrality of digital communication. Interchanges that formerly were „water cooler chit chat“ are now done by email or text,
creating discoverable writings. Sometimes those must exchanges must by law be
saved.179 Even such items as emojis can assume evidentiary importance.180
The growing importance of the Internet of Things (IoT) will accelerate the utility of digital sources of proof. In 2015 it was predicted that there would some 75
billion such devices in use by 2020.181 As a retired American federal judge remarked in 2019, „[t]here are already news reports of Fitbits and pacemakers being
looked at in criminal cases to show that the digital data contradicts the defendant’s
story of what happened.“182 Dealing with this huge volume of data is increasingly a
job for AI. For a decade, it has been recognized that technology-assisted review, or
predictive coding, is more effective (and much cheaper) than human review in locating the relevant materials in a huge cache of electronic materials.183 The growth
of Alexa and other voice activated devices similarly expands the range of usable
evidence.184
Privacy advocates emphasize that „we are being tracked everywhere online,“ and
that people may even be „stunned at the intimate level of data that was being collected“ about them.185 All of that is done by algorithms, which suggests how they
might be used to obtain proof in court in a fashion not imagined until recently. For
example, in January, 2020, the Times reported that a home security camera at the

177 Gordon v. T.G.R. Logistics, Inc., 321 F.R.D. 401, 403 (D. Wyo. 2017).
178 David Gelles, Crisis Reveals ‘Sick’ Culture Inside Boeing, N.Y. Times, Jan. 11, 2020, at A1.
179 See Hannah Levitt & Michelle Davis, JPMorgan Staff Irked Over Order to Save Texts on
Personal Phones, Bloomberg Law News, June 11, 2021 (reporting that investment bank „is
ordering traders, bankers, financial advisers and even some branch employees to sift through
year of text messages on personal devices and set aside any related to work“).
180 See Olga Mack, Emojis and Visual Literacy: A Guide for Lawyers, Bloomberg Law News, June
21, 2021 (considering, for example, whether use of the „handshake“ emoji is a legally binding
acceptance of a an offer of a contract).
181 Post, Discovering the Internet of Things, Legaltech News, Jan. 1, 2015.
182 Cliff Dutton, New Data Types Challenge E-Discovery to Keep Pace, Legaltech News, Nov.
20, 2019.
183 See, e.g., Maura Grossman & Gordon Cormack, Technology Assisted Review in E-Discovery
Can be More Effective and More Efficient than Exhaustive Manual Review, 17 Rich. J. Law &
Tech. 11 (2011). See also Henry Morgan, Predictive Coding, A Trial Court Judge’s Perspective,
26 Regent U. L. Rev. 71 (2013).
184 See Melissa Heelan Stanzione, Lawyers Practicing at Home Should Remember Alexia is Listening, Bloomberg Law News, Aug. 15, 2020 (recommending that lawyers unplug smart devices
when they are not being used).
185 See Hererra, Take Some Steps to Protect Your Privacy, N.Y. Times, Dec. 2, 2019.
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home of a murder victim helped convict the culprit.186 A satellite designed to monitor the earth for methane leaks showed that a known leak was much larger than had
been known.187 When the Indian moon probe went missing, an amateur astronomer
in India located it on the moon.188 The Times reports that „thanks to the rise of
digital technology, and the easy availability of data that has come with it, reporters
have more ways to get stories than ever before.“189 Maybe formal discovery (at least
in the strong American form) is not even needed.
In addition, we could rely on AI to provide the evidence all by itself. Professor
Roth has written at length on the unnerving use in criminal cases of what she calls
„machine testimony.“190 Perhaps civil litigants should use such sources more often.
The Economist points out, for example, that 78 million smart speakers were sold in
2018, and notes that Google and Amazon are using them to gather information about
the purchasers.191 Insurance companies use IoT gizmos to monitor driving behavior
of their insureds; perhaps personal injury lawyers can do the same.192 A New York
Times article worries that Alexa may soon be able to „read our moods.“193 Whether
that mind-reading might itself be offered in evidence remains to be seen.
Conclusion
Recognizing that American civil litigation is distinctive, and perhaps unique, this
article presumes that technology has affected and will affect litigation in other
countries as well. The scramble to cope with the recent COVID pandemic provides
some confirmation of that view.194 Moreover, what’s happening in American civil
litigation may matter a lot for non-American litigants enmeshed in litigation before
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as proof that defendant had crossed the US/Mexico border when he was arrested for entering
the US illegally).
191 The Economist, Technology Quarterly, Chips With Everything, Sept. 14, 2019.
192 See id. at 9.
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Presently, it reports, AI systems may be able to determine whether callers to a call center are
irate, and to direct those callers to people skilled in handling irate callers. In the future, the
story suggests, such techniques could be used by the police to decide whom to arrest, and by
banks to decide who is worthy of a mortgage. That has not happened yet, but the sub title to
the article is: „The time to debate the power of voice technology is now.“
194 See Krans & Nylund, supra note 65 (chronicling efforts in 23 countries to cope with the impact
of COVID on civil litigation).
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American courts.195 And „legal tech“ seems to be causing fairly rapid change in US
litigation practices.196 This is not to say that „As America goes, so goes the world.“
But it is to say that the rest of the world can productively attend to developments in
American civil litigation both as a possible harbinger of things to come in other legal systems and as a guide for non-American litigants litigating in American courts.
Hopefully, this overview can illuminate things in the US in a way that is useful
elsewhere.

195 See, e.g., Hensler, et al, supra note 27 (discussing the Volkswagen „Clean Diesel“ litigation in
the American federal courts).
196 See generally Freeman Engstrom & Gelbach, supra note 6.
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